Abstract: Three-dimensional Langmuir-Blodgett films made of silica beads are theoretically and experimentally investigated in order to improve the relatively small efficiency of blue OLEDs. Using films made of 5 layers of beads, we fabricated OLEDs emitting at 476 nm, and measured a gain of around 40% on their external quantum efficiency. An optical model has been developed to accurately handle the fact that the organic emitting layer and the photonic extraction layer are separated by a distance greater than 1000 wavelength. The latter also permits to describe rapidly this three-dimensional optical OLED cavity, without redoing all the numerical simulations when the optical properties of the organic layers are changed (material index, thicknesses). 
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Introduction
Since the discovery of the green electroluminescence of tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum Alq3 by Tang and van Slyke in 1987 [1] , a revolution in the field of photonics on basis of organic materials has been initiated, and led to the production of OLED-based displays at the industrial level. Today, one important topic concerns the fabrication of highly emissive blue OLEDs, in particular for the development of full-color displays and lightings [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These devices typically consist in a stack of organic layers sandwiched between one metallic (Aluminum) and one transparent (ITO) electrode. When a voltage is applied, holes and electrons are injected within the organic layers and recombine in a specific layer, namely the Emissive Layer (EML), turning electrical power into light. It is particularly difficult to fabricate high performance blue emitters because of their intrinsically wide bandgaps. Indeed, charge injection is hindered by the mismatch of EML energy levels with those of the adjacent layers. Besides, the produced light turns out to be strongly coupled to the optical modes of the metallo-dielectric stack waveguide, and tends to remain inside the medium of high optical index. This total internal reflection effect that occurs both in conventional planar bottomemitting organic and inorganic light emitting devices is responsible for the low outcoupling efficiency [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] -Typically 20% of the electrogenerated photons are coupled to free space [13] . Most of the remaining 80% excite lossy guided modes in the organic material, as well as a complex set of surface waves at the metal / organic interface, often denoted "surface plasmon" [14] , that eventually dissipates as heat. In order to increase the yield, it has been proposed to introduce a patterned structure to improve light outcoupling [15] . [25] . However, some of these nanopatterned diffractive grating structures involve complex and expensive elaboration processes, far from the stringent requirements of ease of fabrication for OLEDs mass production. Some disordered extraction layers [24] are easier to fabricate, but their optical properties may be difficult to model, leading to tough engineering steps in order to optimize the yield of the device. Besides, it is unsure that their fabrication would be reproducible at large, industrial scale. The Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique, on the contrary, is a very attractive way of producing ultrathin films with a precise control of the thickness, pattern size and shape [26, 27] . Besides, recent results show that this technique can be scaled up, using a roll-to-roll method [28] , to make films of large surface containing several layers of dielectric beads, that could be stick onto an OLED to improve its yield, and may even be compatible with flexible OLEDs. The spatial periodicity of the extraction film, and therefore, of the whole OLED, permits to model their optical properties accurately and rapidly. To do this, we have extended to three dimensions the incoherent reflection/transmission formalism which is typically used to simulate OLEDs as unidimensional [29] [30] [31] or two-dimensional [32] systems. In particular, our model decouples the influence of internal layers and external coating, and permits to evaluate rapidly the OLED efficiency for different internal architectures (e.g. different EML thicknesses or point source location), without redoing all the computations. This leads to a better understanding of the mechanisms at stake, and makes it possible to obtain quantitative predictions on the improvement of light extraction, in which the 3D optical but also the 1D electrical OLED architecture plays an important role.
In Section 2, the fabrication of the device (extraction layer and then OLED) is detailed. Section 3 deals with the numerical model. Results are discussed in section 4.
Experimental details of fabrication
The experimental procedure can be divided in two main steps. First, a Langmuir-Blodgett film is deposited on one side of a glass substrate, and in a second step, the OLED is fabricated by evaporation on the other side. Note that the beads are bound together and to the substrate strongly enough so that no exceptional care had to be taken when handling the device during the fabrication steps.
Synthesis of silica particles and formation of the Langmuir-Blodgett film
As described in the literature, bare or surface-modified colloids presenting an amphiphilic behavior can be spread at an air-water interface and form a Langmuir Blodgett Film (LBF), thus behaving like surfactants or other molecules with a hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance. After compression with a mobile barrier, a compact monolayer of particles can then be obtained and transferred on a large variety of substrates, provided these ones are hydrophilic. In this work, we have used silica particles that were prepared following classical Stöber recipes [26] . Whereas 300 nm beads were synthesized in one single step, 600 nm beads were obtained after a growth-seeded process to get the targeted final size. In a second stage, the bare silica particles were surface-modified using a large excess of aminopropyltriethoxysilane, making them dispersible in the chloroform-ethanol mixture used for the spreading. Langmuir-Blodgett experiments were carried out on a NIMA trough with a maximum working area of 1.2 cm 2 and the particles were compressed until a surface pressure of 8 mN m-1. Then, small glass pieces (1 cm2) coated with ITO on one single side were cleaned cautiously with ethanol and chloroform in an ultrasonic bath during a few minutes. After drying, two slides were put together with their ITO sides facing each other and attached to the dipping system. This allowed the transfer of the Langmuir film only onto the non-ITOcoated sides, the latter being carried out with a fast immersion and a slow upstroke (1 mm min-1) through the air-water interface. Under these conditions, deposition of one single monolayer at each cycle can be achieved and by repeating the process several times, it is possible to get LBF with a very precise number of particle layers (up to 5, in this work), and a homogeneous thickness over a large scale. 
OLED fabrication
After LBF deposition on one side of the glass substrate, OLEDs where fabricated on the other (uncoated) side. All materials (including the light emitting material BSB4, also named BSBCz in some studies [33-36]) used for the device fabrication were purchased from Lumtec with the best purity available and used as received. OLEDs were fabricated onto cleaned indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates with sheet resistance of 10-12 Ω/sq. Prior to organic layer deposition, the ITO substrates were successively washed with acetone, ethanol and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min before surface treatment with UV-ozone plasma for 20 min. This treatment had no effect on the LBF deposited on the other side of the substrate. Organic layers were then sequentially deposited onto the ITO substrate at a rate of 2-4 Å/s under secondary vacuum. Aluminum cathode was deposited through a shadow mask by thermal evaporation. Device structure is the following: ITO was used as the transparent anode / MoO 3 (10 nm) as the hole injection material/ MoO3: 4,4'-bis(4-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)styryl)biphenyl (BSB4) (20 wt%, 10 nm) as the hole-transport layer, BSB 4 (130 nm) as the emission layer(EML)/2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-henanthroline (BCP) (20 nm) as the hole-blocking layer/ tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium (Alq 3 ) (40 nm) as the electron transporting material/ LiF (1 nm) as the electron injecting material and Al (80 nm) as the cathode. The Electroluminescence (EL) spectra, CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage) coordinates, current-voltage and brightness-voltage characteristics of the devices were recorded with an EQE Measurement System (model C9920-12) of Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. The device architecture, the chemical structures of the materials that were used in this work, as well as the EL spectrum and the color of the OLED are presented in Fig.  2 . Fig. 2 . a) Scheme of the fabricated device. b) Formula of the fluorescent material, BSB 4 , EL spectrum and color of the active material.
Optical modeling
Flat OLEDs, without extraction layer, can be modeled in a simple and accurate way, as a unidimensional multilayered waveguide coupled to an electric dipole, that mimics one emitting molecule [37] [38] [39] . The knowledge of the Green function of such multilayered media [41, 42] permits to compute rapidly some essential physical quantities such as the far field radiation diagram, the EQE, and the amount of energy coupled to the lossy guided modes [31,32], including surface plasmons [14] .
However, it is much more difficult to build a model that also takes accurately into account the three-dimensional external PC layer above the thick glass substrate. In particular, it is clearly impossible to model the whole device (OLED + LBF) with direct numerical methods such as Finite Elements (FEM) or Finite Difference in Time Domain (FDTD), as the computation domain would be much too large (the substrate between organic layers and LBF is more than 1000 wavelength thick).
To overcome this problem, one assumes that the extraction layer, placed over thick and rough glass, reflects light incoherently towards the EML. Then, the emission rate of a molecule is not modified by the presence of LBF [31, 42] , and the variations of EQE are only due to a change of outcoupled power, but not of Purcell factor. Under this realistic hypothesis, one can solve the problem numerically in two main steps [43] .
First, the flat OLED, without LBF, will be modeled, and its radiation diagram will be computed -see 3.1. Then, the transmission coefficients of a LBF on a glass substrate, without OLED will be computed -see 3.2. Combining these studies, one can estimate the optimal parameters of the LBF (pattern, number of layer), for a given OLED architecture. Finally, a more rigorous and quantitative description of the OLED with LBF will be presented -see 3.3.
Modeling an OLED without LBF
Using a numerical model developed previously [29, 30] , based on the theory of Chance, Prock and Silbey [37, 38], we compute the Green function of one dipole source in a multilayered planar medium, to evaluate the radiation diagram of the OLED [40, 41, 43] in a semi-infinite glass slab, see Fig. 3(a) .
The OLED we study has a thick EML (130 nm) that cannot be modeled with a single dipole source, as usually done for EML as thin as 10 nm [29, 30] . A distribution of dipoles should instead be considered, what leads to two main differences compared to thin EML OLEDs.
Firstly, as the exciton distribution is generally not uniform in thick EML [45] , all the elementary dipoles will not emit with the same intensity. We observed experimentally that removing the hole blocking BCP layer, the charges recombine in Alq 3 , resulting in a green emitting OLED. This means that in the EML, the holes' mobility is larger than electrons' and that the recombination zone of the OLED is asymmetric, and shifted towards the BCP / EML interface. For the sake of simplicity, we shall use a uniform probability density (constant over a width Δ) to model the exciton distribution, see section 3.3.
Secondly, each elementary emission site is located at a different distance from the metal cathode, and has therefore a different radiation diagram [45] . Figure 3 describes this effect, showing the radiation diagram of the light emitted by one dipole placed at different location inside the EML -each location corresponds to a different color. The dipole orientation also influences both the far field polarization and intensity [45, 46] . Therefore, the elementary contributions of a dipole either parallel -see Fig. 3(b) -or perpendicular -see Fig. 3 (c) -to the XY stack plane have been studied. Eventually, the total energy emitted by the OLED is obtained by summing these contributions with a weight 2/3 for parallel and 1/3 for perpendicular dipole. When the dipole is parallel to the stack, the far field characteristics depend on the polar and azimuthal angles -denoted respectively θ and ϕ , see inset Fig. 3(a) . To take into account the uncorrelated emission of randomly oriented molecules, we made averages on ϕ , so that the emitted energy, see Fig. 3(b, c) , now depends only on θ . Looking at the numerical results, one notices an important variation of the angular spectrum when the dipole location changes inside the EML. As the exciton distribution is shifted towards the BCP / EML interface, the main contribution to OLED light come from the molecules located between the BCP / EML interface and the middle of EML (see the black, blue and red lines, that corresponds respectively to a distance of 75 nm, 100 nm and 125 nm from the cathode). Therefore, the emission has a maximum around 60 θ ≈°, above the total internal reflection (TIR) angle for outcoupling to air, θ TIR = arcsin (1/n) ~44° -n = 1.45 is the glass refractive index.
Consequently, an important part of the light emitted by the exciton recombination in the OLED cannot escape to air and remains strongly coupled to the guided modes of the stack. In order to improve the performance of the device, one needs to find a way to extract the light emitted around 60 θ ≈° in the glass substrate. 
Optical properties of the multilayered Langmuir-Blodgett film
It is known that guided resonances in photonic crystal slabs [47, 48] permit to couple guided modes to free space, thanks to a periodic array of dielectric or metallic inclusions. Simple models of light extraction based on this effect have been proposed [49] , in which a Bragg condition permits to evaluate the minimum grating period that permits to extract light out of an OLED. However, neither the bead index and shape, nor the number of bead layers do not play any role in such model, and in the following, we shall use a more quantitative approach.
Using FEM simulation [50, 51] , one can compute the power transmission and reflection coefficients of the complex LBF structures that were fabricated, see Fig. 4 . To do this, we considered a plane wave, TE or TM polarized, that is incident on the LBF coating, modeled using periodic boundary conditions and perfectly matched layers (PML) [50, 51] . The wave direction is described by two angles, see Fig. 4(c) : θ, the polar angle between incident ray and the normal to the stack planes, and φ, the azimuthal angle between one principal direction of the hexagonal lattice, and the projection of the ray on the stack plane.
Computation results are presented Fig. 4 . A first example, see Fig. 4 (e), shows, for 0 ϕ = , that some energy can be transmitted above the TIR angle, when a LBF is present, whereas it could not be transmitted without LBF. The corresponding field maps, for an angle arbitrarily chosen: θ inj = 54.5°, above TIR limit, are shown in Fig. 4(d) . One can clearly see that the light transmission is associated to a resonance in the PC beads (right hand side figure), whereas no light comes out if LBF is absent (left hand side figure). This is precisely the guided resonance effect [49] in a LBF, which is responsible for the outcoupling above TIR angle.
In order to investigate the LBF properties, the transmission has been computed for different bead diameters, D -that are identical to the PC period -, different angles of incidence (θ, φ) and polarizations. The results are presented Fig. 4(a, b) , where the diameter is shown in units of wavelength: D/λ, and, for the sake of clarity, the transmission has been averaged on φ and on incident polarization. For both the monolayer, Fig. 4(a) , and the pentalayer LBF, Fig. 4(b) , one observes a high and a low transmission zone, respectively below and above TIR angle. The limit, at TIR angle, tends to fade out when the number of layer increases -compare Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . Both for a monolayer and a multilayer, transmission is possible above TIR angle, and is stronger (i) when five layers are used instead of one, (ii) when D/λ increases. Note this last observation is in agreement with the fact that the number of resonances in photonic crystal slabs increases with D/λ [52] , each resonance above TIR angle being responsible for a transmission peak [48] . Note that, in the limit where D>> λ, many resonances are present so that the LBF would be described in a more appropriate way by geometrical optics, neglecting polarization effects [23] .
From the results of section 3.1, one knows that the optimal LBF needs to show a high transmission around θ = 60°. It turns out that one observes several local maxima of transmission around θ = 60°, for the 5-layers LBF, see Fig. 4(b) . Two of them respectively corresponds to the periods D = 300 nm and D = 600 nm. More precisely, as most of the emitted energy lies between the wavelength of 440 nm and 540 nm, see Fig. 2(b) , the corresponding ratio D/ λ lie between 0.55 and 0.68 -when D = 300nm -; between 1.1 and 1.36 -when D = 600 nm. We represented these intervals by white ellipses on Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . For monolayer LBFs of the same period -see the ellipses on Fig. 4(a) -, one notice that transmission above TIR angle is much smaller. This simple analysis shows that one can expect a better extraction with five than with one layer LBFs, for the OLED we fabricated. Looking at Fig. 4(a) , one does not expect a strong improvement with the monolayer LBF when D = 300 nm, whereas for D = 600 nm, a local maximum of transmission is present around θ = 60°, so that this monolayer LBF is expected to slightly improve outcoupling. Note that these trends have been confirmed by experiments (see section 4), and more detailed simulations (see section 3.3).
Finally, if one combines the information on the radiation pattern without LBF -see section 3.1 and Fig. 3 -, and the LBF transmission, one can find an optimal sphere diameter by matching the angle where emission is maximum to the angle where LBF transmission is maximum. This simple optimization criterion assumes that the outcoupling gain is due to an increase of the transmission above TIR angle, and that the transmission below TIR angle do not play an important role. This is the case, for example, if the dipole radiation diagram is narrow enough, and its peak is located above TIR angle, see e.g the red curve Fig. 3(b) .
This method is rapidly scalable to other colors, as the properties of the LBF only depends on the ratio D/λ. Then, once the shape of LBF is fixed (i.e. number of layers, refraction index of the spherical inclusion), one can compute its transmission for all ( , ) θ ϕ and polarization states, and find out the optimal pattern size for any OLED architecture. Obviously, this technique can be generalized to any shape of the periodic lattice as well. However, it has some limitations. Indeed, while LBF improves transmission above TIR angles, one notice that it gives worse results than bare glass at small θ angles, especially when the LBF contains several layers of beads -compare Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . Then, the possible gain due to guided resonances observed above TIR angle could be ruined by a transmission loss, if the dipole source also radiates at small angles. This points out a limitation of the previous methodsection 3.1 and 3.2 -, where only the angle of maximum emission (here, θ = 60°) has been considered.
Modeling a three-dimensional OLED cavity with LBF
In order to overcome this limitation, we will now present a more elaborate model.
One now considers that each plane wave emitted by the molecules bounces back and forth in the organic and substrate slab, reflecting at each roundtrip on the organic / aluminum coating, and outcoupling a fraction of its energy at each refraction on the outer interface. This will permit to take all the outcoupled rays into account, and not only those that are directly transmitted through the LBF. A priori, the problem can be complex, as many rays can come out of one single scattering process (see Fig. 5 ). To implement this ray tracing method, one organizes the different contribution to extracted light in a tree structure, where every node corresponds to a scattering process. The tree is then explored using an algorithm of the "deep first search" type [53] . This permits to compute the total power as a path integral, written as in the form of a continued product: 
where the notation ( ) ). Indeed, their contribution can be factorized, and the continued product then reads:
where R b and R t are the reflection coefficients of the bottom and top interfaces, and T the transmission coefficient. P res is the residual power coming from rays which do not form simple closed loops and is computed by summing on the successive scattering processes, until numerical convergence is reached.
A key point in the model is that 0 0 ( , ) P θ ϕ on one hand, and the reflections and transmission coefficients of the photonic structure on the other hand, are independent. This means that once the photonic structure has been characterized, see section 3.2, it is fast to evaluate the OLED efficiency for different situations, corresponding for example, to different point source locations, different arrangements (index, thicknesses) of the organic layers.
We have just described the excitation of a periodic layer made of a complex stack of glass spheres, by a plane wave issued from a unique point source. However, to model the OLED and compare with experimental results, we now need to consider many independent punctual sources, distributed in the zone where excitons recombine [44] , see 3.1. The total extraction gain shall then be obtained by integration over different location of the thin dipole sheet inside the thick EML.
Let us focus here on the best extracting LBF, of period D = 600nm with 5 layers of beads (similar results have been found for the other LBFs). Fig. 6(a) (see the black dashed line) shows that, in the present architecture, a maximum of extraction could occur with a large enhancement (≈220%), if the source were a thin layer of dipoles located at the center of EML, see the red line Fig. 3(b) . Note that similar dependency on the source location has been observed for flat OLEDs with thin EML, in the ideal case where all the energy trapped in the substrate is extracted (using a semi-spherical macroextractor, see [31] .). In this later work, the thin EML (10 nm) acts as an infinitesimal sheet of dipoles, and its location was varied by changing the thickness of the ETL, whereas in our case, the EML is thick (130 nm) so as to improve the resistance of the device to high voltage. Eventually, total extraction gain shall be computed by integration on the exciton distribution [54] . These later have been studied theoretically [55, 56] and experimentally [56, 57] and depends on the OLED structure, as well as hole and electron mobilities. Using a simple step distribution (constant exciton density over a width Δ), we evaluated the OLED gain, Fig. 6(b) , and obtain a good agreement with experimental results, see Table 1 , for some reasonable width of 60 nm of the exciton distribution. 
Results and discussion
To assess the outcoupling efficiency of the LBF, blue OLEDs were fabricated with a benchmark fluorescent emitter i.e. BSB 4 . Two types of silica beads -300 and 600 nm of diameter -were used, to make monolayer, bilayer and pentalayer films, organized by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique.
Reference devices without light-outcoupling layer were also fabricated to evidence the benefits of these nanostructures. OLEDs were fabricated according to the method described in the experimental section with configuration: ITO/MoO 3 (10 nm)/ MoO3:BSB 4 (20 wt%, 10 nm), BSB 4 (130 nm)/ BCP (20 nm)/ Alq 3 (40 nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al (80 nm). The measured characteristics are presented in Table 1 .
Prior to investigations on a possible increase of light scattering, electrical characteristics of the pristine devices and devices with a LB Film (LBF) were examined. As evidenced by a careful control of their I-V (current/voltage) curves, OLEDs characteristics were clearly identical, guaranteeing that the modification of the EL intensity only arises from the capping layer. Device performances with and without optical outcoupling layers have been verified in three separate batches with multiple OLEDs per batch. Electroluminescent characteristics were first examined for OLEDs capped by a monolayer of silica particles with either D = 300 nm or D = 600 nm. As can be seen from Table 1 , for the whole range of current density examined, the Power Efficiency (PE) as well as the EQE were sensibly enhanced upon introduction of a monolayer LBF with D = 600 nm. Enhancement factors of 1.13 (Power Eff x ) and 1.21 (EQE x ) were measured, respectively for the PE and the EQE. The improvement of the EL performance was much smaller for OLEDs capped with a monolayer LBF with period D = 300 nm (see Table 1 ) and no further investigations were carried out on LBF of 300 nm period.
In parallel to the electrical characteristics, one could wonder if the LBF also influences the spectral characteristics of the emitted light. This phenomenon has been observed for OLED with internal extractors [16, 17] and is a general feature that can arise when a resonator of any size (here the OLED stack with or without photonic crystal) is coupled to an emitter [58] . This could lead to an unwanted modification of the spectrum of emitted light [17] , that could even depend on the driving current. Such phenomenon was not observed here, as the spectral shape and OLED color, see Fig. 7(b) , remain unaffected by the injection rate. This indicates that no significant shift of the recombination zone with the driving voltage was present, which is a sign of a good confinement of excitons within the emissive layer. Simply, careful examination of the EL emission revealed that the EL spectrum of the capped OLEDs is slightly broader than the EL spectrum of the uncapped OLEDs, see Fig.  7 (a). This is a known phenomenon, attributable to interference effects [59] . Note that this observation is in agreement with the hypothesis used section 3, that the EQE gain is not due to a change of Purcell factor but of light outcoupling. In the two cases we studied, the EL intensity was maximum at 476 nm with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 73 nm. A blue light with CIE coordinates of (0.15, 0.24) was obtained.
Then, a second series of devices was fabricated, using now a 5-layers LBF. Similarly, we observed that the EL spectrum almost does not change when the OLED is caped, but the EQE enhancement now reached a factor of 1.38 (see Table 1 ). This result is consistent with the aforementioned theoretical calculations (factor of 1.4). An enhancement factor of 1.32 was also determined for the power efficiency (see Table 1 ). At first sight, one can be surprised that the turn-on voltage is slightly higher for the 600nm pentalayer OLED than for the monolayer OLEDs. In fact, by increasing the thickness of the light outcoupling layer from one to five layers of silica spheres, one also increases its absorption -the glass beads always have some tiny losses. This additional loss channel shifts the detection threshold of 1 cd/m 2 to a slightly higher voltage. Figure 8 shows the enhancement of power efficiency and EQE for devices with one or five layer LBF and the reference device, as a function of the driving current. We also observed an improvement of the current efficiency (cd/A), the PE (lm/W). Finally, let us mention that for a given voltage, a higher luminance was measured for OLEDs with a 5-layer LBF, compared to OLEDs with a monolayer LBF and reference OLED. For exemple at 11.2V, the brightness of devices with a LBF was ca. 3-times higher than that of the pristine devices, with a luminance increasing from 10400 cd/m 2 to 30200 cd/m 2 . Fig. 8 . Effect of the LBF on OLEDs characteristics. Reference device and OLEDs with one and five layers of 600 nm silica particles are compared. Power efficiency (PE, lm/W) and External Quantum Efficiency (EQE, %) are represented (respectively in green and orange plots) as a function of the current density.
Conclusion
In summary, we propose to increase the efficiency of blue OLEDs by putting a structured 3D coating elaborated by Langmuir-Blodgett technique on the outer side of the OLEDs, and we obtain a EQE gain close to 40%. Additionally, we have shown that the LBF period can be determined by a simple matching condition between the direction of light emission in the glass substrate, and the angle where LBF transmission is maximum. Then, we extended to three dimensions the well-known unidimensional model of OLED cavities, taking advantage of a decoupling between emission and extraction processes. In this way we are able to model complex photonic structures, which are optically thick, taking into account all the rays diffused by the extraction coating. The experimental results, in agreement with the numerics, show that it is important to use a multilayered film, that can be fabricated at large scale and low cost e.g. by roll to roll processes [28], but not by spin-coating techniques [49] . Perspectives could concern the design of 3D OLED such as bio-inspired architectures [60] and OLED with thick emissive layers for which a joint work on electrical and optical modeling is necessary, as the exciton distribution will have an influence on the optimal LBF period.
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